
Popup Examples for Local Lead
Generation

Modal popup (most popular)
An overlay that can be launched on any webpage with a dedicated call to action.
Typically, one of two versions:

1. Basic email signup - A standard popup with fields for name and email.
2. Yes/No signup - A yes/no popup that shows the fields if 'yes' is clicked and

closes the optin if 'no' is clicked. It can also be used to redirect someone to a
different offer based on yes/no logic.



Info Bar
A notification or opt-in form that remains fixed to the top or bottom of the page.



Slide-in
A popup or opt-in that slides in from the corner of the screen. It's less obtrusive than
a modal, but can also convert at a lower rate.

Before/After Popup
A banner or optin-form that is embedded before or after a blog post on a page.



In-Content Form
An opt-in or popup form that can be embedded inside a webpage. Can be done
"inline" or triggered by a button click.



Welcome Gate/Full Screen Modal
A lightbox overlay that covers the entire screen and appears like a 'welcome gate' to
the entire page. Use sparingly and set to trigger only on first visit. Another variation
is the 'full screen modal,' which is triggered by clicking a button, link, or based on a
user's behavior.

Keys to Success
1. Good offer

As with anything, you want to have a good offer that entices people to sign up

2. Don't jump the gun
It's really annoying when a popup shows up before someone has even had a
chance to orient themselves to the page or information they're looking for. If
you're using a 'timing' trigger, wait at least 10-15 seconds. Otherwise, use a
'behaviorial' trigger, such as how much someone has scrolled down the page.

3. Context matters
Match your offers to the user journey as much as possible. Your offer on the
homepage or a service page might be different from an offer on a blog post.

https://anchor.fm/superwebpros/episodes/Ep--41-Create-Unique-Offers-Using-the-Value-Levers-e19ejj6


Are you looking to build
your email list?
Popups are one of the best ways to grow
your list & get more leads. Scan the code
to the right to talk to a Web Pro and learn
how a popup could help you!

4. Mind the mobile experience
Popups and slide-ins can be especially obtrusive on mobile devices. You may
want to adjust triggers or styling for different devices.

5. Set cookies
Use cookies to trigger the optins, so that people who have already signed in - or
opted out - aren't harassed each time they visit the website.

6. Limit the ask
For most popups and 'top of the funnel' lead magnets, you want to limit the
number of fields you request to the bare minimum. More fields reduces
conversion rates and prevents you from being able to 'nurture' a top-of-the-
funnel prospect who is just learning about you.


